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enhancing the stylistic texture.At a second level, it is through its belonging to the
comic scene,or to thecomic genre rather than to theparticular Plautine matrix, thata
lexical element evokes a comic atmosphere or situation.At a third level, thememory
of the Plautine hypotext, often even of a specific passage from the comic poet, is
unmistakably present, and at this level the reader is invited to join the game of
intertextualrelationships. It is also shown thatApuleian neologisms that are coined
on a Plautine model are especially capable of evoking a comic atmosphere, and as
such they illuminate particularly well the vitality of the Plautine heritage, and the
freedomwith which Apuleius confronts it.
An aspect that is valid forall three levels of Apuleius' reception of Plautus, is his
frequent commitment first and foremost to the dimension of sound and style:
throughout this study, it ismade convincingly clear that - more than his being a
source forarchaising language - it is the comic poet's sensibility to the sound of the
Latin language that earns him firstposition in the 'mosaico della memoria' of

Apuleius.

The study of the nominal compounds (Chapter 3) has led P. to observe a
fundamental differencebetween Plautus and Apuleius in theirconfrontationwith the
epic and tragic tradition:while Plautus uses poetic nominal compounds found in the
epic and tragicLatin poets with parodistic effects,Apuleius on the contrary often
applies poetic nominal compounds (mostly fromepic, and especially fromVirgil, or
newly coined in epic style)with a view to elevating the registerof his prose.
A rich bibliography and three indexes conclude the book: an index locorum, an
index of names (modern authors) and a well-organised and helpful analytic index of
seventeenpages.
RijksuniversiteitGroningen
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This collection of six essayswith Preface, indicesrerumand locorumand Bibliography,
is thepublished proceedings of a colloquium held at Fransum in theNetherlands and
undertaken as part ofWytse Keulen's Ph.D. degree.Deceptively short for theamount
of learning enclosed within its pages, the book represents,as ismaintained in the
Preface, 'the integratedand interdisciplinaryapproach of the study of Antiquity at
theUniversity of Groningen'.
It is throughsuch a wide lens that the focus on generic inclusivityin thenovelmust
be discerned.A wide varietyof approaches is evident. Some look at thequestion from
the outside and compare the novel and Roman satire, for example. Others operate
from the inside and take episodes fromwithin the text or from related texts by
Apuleius and look closely at these.Keulen himself takes one character inone episode
of the novel to illustrate the interplaywith comedy in the imaginative 'TheWet
Rituals of theExcluded Mistress: Meroe and theMime' (pp. 43-61). A wide array of
motifs and allusions frommime, pastoral, comedy and elegy are found to contribute
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towards constructing thedelight the firstreader of theMetamorphoses must have felt.
Meroe's performance as she bursts through the door of Aristomenes' barricaded
room is seen as a vivid dramatisation of the programme of a novel thatmoves
between lifeand death, the insideworld and the outside world, between fictionand
truth.Keulen concludes that the episode of Meroe inBook 1 is in itselfmultum in
paruo, theMetamorphoses inminiature.
V. Hunink, in a clear and erudite essay 'Some Cases of Genre Confusion in
Apuleius' (pp. 33-42), by discussing selected passages in theApology and Florida
shows how Apuleius 'seems to play with genres' for rhetorical effect.S.J.Harrison
continues this themeof generic complexity and clever narrative strategies to entertain
and to divert in his piece, 'Literary Texture in the Adultery-tales of Apuleius,
Metamorphoses Book 9' (pp. 19-31). Investigation of the adultery-tales of 9.14-31
involves close reading.After as clear as possible a precis of thecontent of the stories,
Harrison picks his way through lubricas ambages to locatemany intertextualechoes
fromadultery-mime and comic drama, elegy, tragedyand epic poetry.The allusions
frommime and comic drama are relevant in termsof the subjectmatter of the stories,
fromMilesian tales there is a fit to the narratological framework,de-romanticised
lovers from elegy and lowlifeversions of figuresfrom epic and tragedypopulate the
Apuleian textwhere Philesitherus becomes a 'lowlifeHippolytus' and themiller's wife
a 'lowlifePhaedra'. All this is submerged into a clever narrative structure,and the
primarypurpose of itall is,according toHarrison, literaryentertainment.
L. Graverini's essay, 'ALepidus Susurrus.Apuleius and theFascination of Poetry'
(pp. 1-18), opens the collection. This provocative contribution strives to find a
'literarycontextualisation' for the lepidus susurrus (mentioned in the Preface of the
Metamorphoses) thatmight be based on the true academic value of not rejectingan
interestingintertextbecause we do not know what tomake of it.Graverini finds that
the power of literatureis themessage of thePreface and traces the complex way this
message is delivered through the echoing of metapoetical utterances in authors from
Plato (and his soporific cicadas), Callimachus (and his clear-toned ones) through the
whispering in the opening line of Theocritus' Idyll 1 toVirgil's humming honey bees
inEclogue 1.A programme of literaryseduction is revealed to be the purpose of the
text,and while delectare does not exclude the possibility of docere, the repetitionof
the process is noted in Book 11 when the rudis locutor of the Preface regains his
human voice but chooses silence - to thebenefitof his readers perhaps?
Dissecting the narrative situation is themetier of M. Zimmerman, and this she
does in the final essay of the collection, 'Echoes of Roman Satire in Apuleius'
Metamorphoses' (pp. 88-104). Themes of avarice, adultery and credulity are studied
in termsof an overarching intertextualityor 'Systemreferenz',the 'formativesystem'
behind Roman satire, inorder to discover common featuresand stratagemsbetween it
and thenovel. The conclusion thatRoman satire's ego-narrator and hismasks are an
important 'Romanising' element increating theadaptation of theGreek ass tale in the
Metamorphoses is an interestingone and invitesfurtherinvestigation.
This kind of hybridisation process is the concern of the longest essay, P. von
Mollendorff's wonderfully titled 'Camels, Celts and Centaurs: Lucian's Aesthetic
Concept - the Charis of theHybrid' (pp. 63-86). The crossing of motifs fromOld
Comedy and Socratic dialogue tomake one new genre is a claim Lucian makes in
several places, forexample inPrometheus es inuerbis.The task of joining togethertwo
such disparate genres into a whole that produces charis offersas many rewards as
pitfalls. It emerges from this complex essay that in themiddle of the second century
A.D. Lucian was experimentingwith notions not of genre distinction, but of 'an
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advanced approach to genre aesthetics' for theconstruction and interpretationof new
forms,hybridsof theirgeneric predecessors.
The practical application of this process as engaged in by Apuleius is amply
displayed in theother essays in thiscollection.
National Universityof IrelandMaynooth
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This commentary both depends on and is intended to support the reconstructionof
the complicated textual history of the Historia Apollonii offered by K. in the
introduction to his 2004 Brill critical edition. This reconstruction is only briefly
outlined in the short Introduction to the present volume: the reader has to refer
frequentlyto K.'s previous work, as well as consult itwhen looking for apparatus
criticus and indexes.The textof theHA is known to us through several recensions,
each representedby a number of manuscripts. K. has published, and now comments
on, the two earliest recensions,RA and RB, dated respectively to the late fifthand
late fifth/early
sixth centuryC.E. In his view,RA is a translation or adaptation of an
earlier fifth-century
Greek Christian text,R(Gr). RB is an adaptation of RA, but
often falls back to theGreek text, towhich it still had access. R(Gr) is in turn an
epitome of an original Greek pagan text,HA(Gr), probably written inTarsus in the
thirdcenturyC.E.
Despite the statementon p. ix of the Introduction,where the author declares that
he has 'aimed at a concise commentary', thebook devotesmore than 900 pages to the
51 chapters of theHA. The commentary is organised in chapters; in each, a few lines
of theLatin textare quoted in both recensions (RXs text is followed by an English
translation), and then thoroughlycommented on. The commentary is both extensive
and exhaustive, and considers textual criticism, style, literarymodels, prose rhythm
and Nachleben; a wider cultural/historical approach is employed when the text
suggests it.All thequoted Latin and Greek passages are translated intoEnglish; even
though it is ratherunlikely thatmany general readerswill use thisbook, this is indeed
a welcome feature for theoccasional user.
K. succeeds in presenting a very valuable wealth of information,almost always
without being plethoric: he offers the reader a reliable guide through themany
subtletiesof this text.The richnessof the informationprovided is apparent from the
very beginning, when a wide number of Greek and Latin passages are quoted to
discuss (or, rather,to disprove) the fairy-talecharacter of thewell-known beginning,
In ciuitateAntiochia rexfuitquidam nomineAntiochus. K. here offersa slightlywider
choice of comparativematerial than the recentGroningen commentary on Apuleius'
story of Cupid and Psyche (M. Zimmerman et al., Apuleius Madaurensis.
Metamorphoses. Books IV 28-35, V and VI 1-24 [Groningen, 2004]: apparently
unknown toK.), whose incipit is very similar (4.28.1 Erant inquadam ciuitate rex et
regina...). The latter is richer in bibliographical referencesand literarydiscussions:
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